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Abstract:

Recent relativistic mean-field calculations have provided nuclear

distributions many isotopes whose neutron numbers are much

larger than their atomic numbers. The author calculates

observables of proton elastic scattering from some of those

unstable isotopes and discusses relations between observables

and nuclear distributions of such unstable nuclei, especially

nickel isotopes 58,60,62,64Ni. The calculations are based on

relativistic impulse approximation (RIA) at incident proton

energies from 200 through 500 MeV where predictions of RIA

have been shown to provide good agreement with experimental

data.
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two restricted observables

• reaction cross section

•1st dip position of the differential cross 

section

contributions of medium and

multiple scattering effects are

not significant in both reaction

cross section and the first dip

position of differential cross

section in energies larger than

300 MeV.

A Model Analysis

How to determine 

the parameters

Summary:

Observables of proton elastic scattering from nickel isotopes are

calculated with RIA and RMFT. The results for stable 58Ni target at

300-500 MeV show good agreement with experimental data. As for

unstable nickel isotopes, a model analysis in which the Woods-Saxon

distribution is assumed for neutron density provides a prescription for

determination of two parameters of assumed distribution in terms of

two restricted observables: reaction cross section and the 1st dip

position of differential cross section. Calculations for 64Ni target at 300

MeV demonstrates that the parameters determined with those

observables given by RMFT density reproduce very well the profile of

RMFT distribution, especially in the surface region.
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two observables are related to the 

different kind of information on the 

density distribution.

two parameters are 

determined by the 

two observables.

obtained density 

distributions
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